
5 Top Tips  
For Producing   
Successful Webinars

62%
of B2B marketing departments  

use webinars*

20–40%
of webinar registrants turn into  

qualified leads, on average*

The Secret to a Successful Webinar? 
Presenting original research gives your audience something  

of value– new information to think about and discuss. 
It also strengthens your thought leadership reputation.

We understand their
BIGGEST FEARS and NEEDS

“…missing a key regulatory 
change in my region…”

“…to secure business for my 
company on a very tight 

deadline…”

“…being forced to bargain on 
price…”

“…to know the key players in 
a given therapeutic area of 

focus…”

“…not knowing the latest 
technologies, techniques, 

and approaches…”

“…to have confidence that 
my work is thorough and my 

data correct…”

Hot topics they want to know more about, our most widely read 
articles, and where they go for information and what formats they 

want to receive it in (Online, Video, Print, Podcasts)

WHERE OUR SUBSCRIBERS GO FOR INFORMATION

HOT TOPICS OUR SUBSCRIBERS WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT 

Digital health 

Artificial Intelligence Software as a medical device 
Manufacturing capacityCommercialization 

Making formulations more practical
for pediatric and geriatric segments

Real-world evidence
Drug safetyRegulatory and policy developments 

WHERE ARE THEY LOCATED?

EMEA

26%

APAC

14%
60%

Americas

More Global Intelligence
Over 400 Pharma specialists

Subscribed to by 3000 of the world's leading pharmaceutical, biotechnology, contract 
research organizations (CRO's), health/wellness organizations and medical technology, 
including the top 50 global pharma firms and top 10 CROs, providing invaluable and trusted 

information to inform critical R&D and commercial decisions.

Informa Pharma Intelligence - 
Powering Pharma and Medtech To Make Effective Clinical, Regulatory and 

Commercial Decisions 

We help Pharma make the best
clinical, regulatory and commercial decisions

OUR PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

Our subscribers are hard-to-reach senior decision makers with paid subscriptions to one or 
more of our industry-leading news, insight and data intelligence products. They work across 

Pharma, Biotechs, Generics, Medtech, and Consumer Health including:

Our Subscribers

Medical Affairs Medical Devices & 
Diagnostics

Regulatory Affairs

JOB FUNCTIONS AND TITLES INCLUDE:

Chief Scientific Officer VP Head of Commercial OperationsVP Head of Regulatory Strategy

Medical Affairs Global Clinical AffairsTrial Manager

Clinical OperationsVP Business Development & Licensing Trial Safety Manager

VP Global Community PartnershipsSVP Head of Corporate Development

General Management

VP Global Quality Assurance Medical Affairs ManagerExecutive Management

Chief Information OfficerInnovation ManagerOperations

Healthcare Compliance Regulatory Affairs/Clinical Affairs

Medical Science DirectorVP Policy Clinical

SVP Clinical Affairs & Compliance Director – Risk Management & Clinical Affairs

Medical and Scientific Regulatory Affairs

Head of Manufacturing 

Head of Clinical Development 

Chief Medical Officer

Business 
Development

& Licensing

Portfolio &
Strategy

Clinical Competitive
Intelligence

Manufacturing

* According to Ready Talk

After all, that’s what will hook people into attending. 
Focus on what they will learn or the issue your webinar will help solve.TIP 

#2
Think carefully 
about the title 
and summary  

One person delivering a monologue could put your audience to sleep. 
• Have different people present each topic. Make it interactive with webinar polling tools
• Have your presenters use their video to make it more personal (this is particularly 

pertinent at the moment)
• Could you include an interview with a special guest
• Time it in advance, making sure you have time for Q&A and someone to moderate them 

TIP 
#5

Consider  
your  
format 

Plan your webinar for a specific persona and their pain points.
Remember, the webinar should be about them, and their needs and challenges.  
It shouldn’t just be about your company. 

TIP 
#1

Consider 
your  
audience

How will you reach your target audience and what channels will you use? 
There’s no point in putting a big effort into promotion and the presentation  
if you’re not reaching the right people – you won’t have people registering  
or attending the event.

TIP 
#3

Plan your  
webinar 
promotion 

Think beyond the actual webinar: 
• Record the webinar so you can offer it on-demand
• Slice and dice the content to create new assets, such as white papers,  

infographics and social media posts
• If you have a poll in the webinar – how can you use this information? 

TIP 
#4

Get the most 
mileage from 
your webinar 


